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Priced Import and Export with intra-hour scheduling 

Import/Export volume obligation 

An import asset that has a capacity commitment (capacity committed import or “CCI”), 
must have firm transmission capacity into Alberta and must offer its capacity obligation 
volume into either the energy or AS market for all hours. This is different from today’s 
rules where the must offer obligation does not have a volume obligation with it meaning 
that the must offer only applies to hours when delivery is submitted. 

Non-committed capacity import and export assets do not have a volume offer obligation, 
so the must offer for them will remain as they are today. 

Pricing 

All importers and exporters will have the option to request a priced import or export 
assets and will receive a priced asset with seven price-quantity pairs per 
interconnection to be used to offer or bid into the energy market. 

To implement this, importers and exporters can request a priced asset in addition to 
current price taker asset. 

- Importers and exporters that want to be price takers should use their current 
price taker assets for offers and bids. 

- Importers that want to price their offers will need to use the new asset and should 
price their energy above $0. And exporters that want to price their bids will need 
to use the new asset and should price their energy below $999.99. 

For scheduling purposes, import/export price taker assets are treated differently than 
priced import/export assets. For example the energy component of a scheduled 
interchange transaction is treated as a dispatch for price taker assets whereas priced 
assets will be dispatched when they are in merit. 

Dispatch & Scheduling 

All assets will be dispatched from the merit order on minute by minute basis up and 
down during the hour up to the available transfer capability of the respective intertie 
paths. Price taker assets will be “in merit” and priced assets will be dispatched from 
lowest to highest price until the available transfer capability limit is reached if their block 
is at or below the marginal block dispatched. 
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Importers and exporters that want to price their energy must ensure balancing 
authorities and transmission providers along the transmission path into Alberta will 
approve interchange transactions for schedule changes during the hour, i.e. having an 
e-tag request denied for scheduling practice reasons is not an acceptable operational 
reason (AOR). 

When dispatched, the interchange transaction should start as soon as practical after the 
dispatch is received. E-tag(s) must be submitted and approved for the dispatched 
volume. It may take some time to procure transmission and e-tag the transaction and 
some jurisdictions will only change interchange schedules on 15 minute intervals. A 
15 minute timeline for scheduling inter-ties is considered to be within the dispatch 
tolerance rules, as described below. When an import or export asset is dispatched the 
interchange ramp must start no later than 35 minutes after the asset is dispatched.  

Import and export priced asset blocks may set system marginal price when dispatched. 

Intra-hour schedule changes will be have a 10 minute ramp duration straddling the start 
of the energy schedule. 

Scheduling Example based on BC Hydro Intra-hour scheduling business practice for 
worst case scenario (allows 5 minutes for transmission and e-tag). 

- Pool participant receives a dispatch @ XX:06 

- Pool Participant procures transmission (if required) 

- Pool Participant submits (or adjusts) e-tag prior to XX:25 for transaction start at 
XX:45 and a ramp duration of 10 minutes. 

- Assuming the e-tag is approved by required entities, at XX:40 energy ramp starts 

- At XX:50 ramp is completed 

- Ramp starts 34 minutes after dispatch; schedule starts 39 minutes after dispatch. 

If, in the above example, an e-tag can be submitted by XX:10 (4 minutes after dispatch) 
for a XX:30; the ramp will starts 19 minutes after dispatch and schedule starts 24 
minutes after dispatch. 

Dispatches will be based on the energy market bids and offers and there will not be a 
priority for CCI. 

Settlement & Performance 

As is the current practice imports and exports will be paid based on the scheduled 
energy (e-tag) not on the actual energy that flows on the interconnection. 
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CCI will be assessed performance based on capacity market rules. and availability 
measures as follows: 

- Availability: the asset mMust have an offer and be available for dispatch or be 
flowing energy during the availability measure period. 

- Performance: the asset mMust be dispatched and flowing energy during an 
emergency period. Regardless of capacity obligations, CCI offers will not be 
given dispatch priority over non-capacity committed import offers. The AESO’s 
current merit order dispatch will remain in effect. 

Capacity Offer Obligations 

Delist would apply to CCI. Once a CCI is prequalified and clear an auction then they will 
have a must offer requirement in the capacity market (just like all other capacity 
resources) until they go through the delist process. CCI will need to demonstrate that 
they either physically can’t continue to provide capacity or that it is no longer economic 
for them to do so in order to delist. 


